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HEAD OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography has always meant a lot to me. It interests me because it allows

us to capture moments that we will never live through again. It allows us to

go back in time, in a way, and look through old memories. Through

photography we can always carry a piece of our past along with us.

Being head of photography not only gave me the opportunity to do what I

enjoy but also allowed me to better my leadership and communication

skills. I have to work with like-minded people who are in the press room for

the same reasons.

Firstly, I would like to thank my team, who I have looked forward to working

with from day one, as I know how hard-working, passionate and determined

they are. They have been absolutely amazing at capturing all the key

moment of the conference which is what we as a team strive to be able to

do.

Similarly, all the other heads, who have been so motivated and inspiring, all

wishing to do their absolute best. The cooperation and team spirit that has

been growing during all of our meetings as well as the conference, has been

a wonderful experience in itself.

So for that, and of course all the amazing memories, I would like to thank

everyone that has put in so much effort in order to bring this year’s BIGMUN

to life! I truly hope that everyone that has taken part in this conference has

cherished every moment as it is a once in a lifetime opportunity. Here’s to

BIGMUN 2020!

Best wishes,

Head of Photography

Jana Stipac
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U N D E R
You might see us running past with a GoPro or a confetti

popper. We might have interviewed you, but do you really

know who we are? The Press Team is probably one of the most

hardworking teams of BIGMUN. Everyday, we film at least

two videos and write an entire newspaper. Every time you do

something, we have to be there to report on it.

Today I talked to many of my fellow Press

Team, interviewed them to see what we actually

do in the Press Team. According to Press Team

member Isabella Piper “We are the ones who

document BIGMUN for the future so people can

look back at it and say, oh that was BIGMUN

2020.” While talking to the Press Team today

the general consensus seemed to be that the

Press Team is underrated, as Nameera Hasnain

says “We are the backbone of this conference”. I

have heard stories of 3 Press members entering a

room and people asking why the entire Press

team is there. In reality there are 37 Press

members.

The Press Team is divided into 4 sub-units;

journalism, photography, layout and social

media. The journalism team writes the articles,

to do this they start before the delegates arrive,

they have to meet difficult deadlines. Along

with writing the articles they have to research

them by interviewing people, and listening in

on  the sessions.

The photographers are not only responsible  for

taking photos for the journalists’ articles but also

taking photos of every single committee, and the

group photos. It can be frustrating work, as

Nameera Hussnain says: “We take hundreds of

pictures but barely 2 of them get used, and

sometimes they even forget to credit us.”

Written by Miriam Brickman
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P R E S S U R E 

The layout team is most likely one of

the most underrated teams because

they do not run around the

convention taking photos, or

interviewing people. They stay in the

Press room working on the

BIGMONITOR, several hours after

everyone else has left. They design

the look of everything in the

BIGMONITOR . The Social Media

team is the most physically active

team, as Social Media member Kat

Aune says “I hunt down punishments

with a GoPro.” They spend the time

running all over BG, getting the

scoop on BIGMUN.

The hardest working of the Press

Team members are the Heads. They

have to wait for everyone to upload

and edit their work, so that they can

print the issues. When talking to the

Press team members nearly all said

that the most underrated members of

the Press team are the Heads. They

have their work cut out for them.

Working in Press is loads of fun,

even though you have tough

deadlines and lots to do, you make a

lot of new friends and can have fun.

It is an honour for most of us to be a

part of BIGMUN as layout member

Miko Nerviol says “Just being able to

work from behind the scenes of

BIGMUN, I’m not a delegate or

anywhere that can be seen by other

people, but I am happy to be

producing something for BIGMUN.”

Layout by Anna Sejer Nielsen
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WELCOMING 

SAUDI ARABIA 

TO DENMARK!

BY KAYA NEWHAGEN  LAYOUT BY CATALINA MAALI

over the world each year for the BIGMUN conference.

This year our school had the honor of hosting students

from Saudi Arabia for the first time ever.

Two participating delegates Ibrahim and Adam answered

some questions about their roles in the conference for me.

Ibrahim is 17 and from Lebanon but has lived in Saudi

Arabia most of his life. Adam is 15 and from Ohio and

moved to Saudi Arabia last year. Their school is located in

the city of Dhahran, and they live in the city of Al Khobar.

When asked how BIGMUN  was going, Ibrahim stated

that the conference “has great chairs and the setting is

really nice”. When asked about  the biggest difference of

Denmark from Saudi Arabia  Adam said “it (Denmark) is

more eco friendly” 

Ibriham talked about the laws exclaiming that

“they have better laws for pedestrians'' he

continued to talk about how Danish “people are

generally more friendly and calm”. Adam said his

favorite thing about the conference this week has

been the freedom in which he and his friends can

get lunch together throughout the conference.

while Ibriaham expressed that “the restaurants and

food is really good here.”

This is Ibriham’s first Model United Nations

Conference which he said has “given (him) a great

first experience.” They both had  an interest in

MUN because of the ability the program offers to

discuss and debate real world issues. Adam heard

about the program from his friends who were part

of it and then decided to join himself. Adam said

he “really wanted to improve on his public

speaking and ability to write speeches” this pushed

him to get involved. Today their committee is

discussing the ‘Knowledge Action Gap’ which

Adam described as how “many people know about

climate change but are not acting upon it”. 

Birkerød gymnasium welcomes visiting students from all

© Poulomi Bapat

© Poulomi Bapat
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Adam’s favorite part about exploring the

inner city of  Copenhagen has been “The

history here...Denmark has a longer

documented  history than Saudi Arabia,

like with Sweden and Norway and the

Royal family.” The delegates also

expressed how they enjoyed exploring the

city and walking along the pedestrian

streets.

Another visiting student from Suadi

Arabia, Zohaib Ashfag who is 18 years

old has been working in the Press

committee. Zohaib has lived in many

countries including Malaysia, Oman and

Canada. Zohaib is an assigned

photographer and “helps the people who

are writing the articles to get specific

pictures for them to use”. 

Zohaib is an assigned photographer and

“helps the people who are writing the

articles to get specific pictures for them to

use”.He  has been to many conferences

and has been doing MUN since 8th grade.

Zohaib and his classmates hotel is located

in the city center and says he enjoys

walking around Tivoli and the surrounding

shopping streets. Zohaib stated the biggest

difference between Saudi Arabia and

Denmark is the weather. Zohaib expressed

“the cold is my favorite and least favorite

part about Denmark ”. 

Birkerod Gymnasium is extremely happy

to have the Saudi Arabian students

participating in the BIGMUN Conference

and visit Copenhagen. It has been a great

experience to meet all the students and

have the opportunity to socialize with

them. Hopefully this commitment and

friendship builds a strong international tie

between people, schools and countries.

© Poulomi Bapat

© Poulomi Bapat
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PROCRASTINATING !

It has become a common misconception for many to believe that, when

a student performs poorly at an exam, it is the teacher who should be

held accountable. Many teachers have lost their jobs as a result of these

accusations. However, is it truly fair to place the blame on the students,

or are there other factors which hold a greater responsibility?

BY JANA GAD 

Poor teaching is, to an extent, quite significant in influencing a student's

examination results. On the other hand, it is clear that a lot of the

responsibility lies on the shoulders of the students. The students

motivation is key in bringing students a more rewarding exam

experience. A motivated student is one that is driven to expand their

knowledge and understands the importance of learning and it would be

inadequate to place the blame of motivation on a teacher. A teacher

cannot focus on helping students, one by one, their priority is to mentor

the class as a whole. They teach the students the curriculum, and they

try their best to inspire the students to perform well in the examinations.

However at the end of the day, it is the students choice if they will put

the effort into their academics.

Although many do not think of this, friends and peers do play a crucial role in the educational success of

a student. Friends provide support and resources for the student, and they can both encourage and

discourage them. They influence how a student structures their lives, and may cause them to prioritise

their social life over their academic studies. Furthermore, if a student is having conflicts with their peers,

it will cause them to focus their energy onto these problems, increasing their stress levels and decreasing

the motivation they need for their academic studies and examinations.

S T O P

©Emily Slorup9



89% said testing was the main source of their stress. "The government bears responsibility for

much of this stress which appears to stem from a test-focused, over-crowded curriculum," said

ATL General secretary Mary Bousted. By comparing this to Finland, a country which does not

have any tests for the primary students, research has evidently showed that the students are

generally displaying higher academic achievements than students from other countries.

Examinations require students to cram information while studying, and immediately after the test

is taken, almost all of the information studied is forgotten. So to an extent, the purpose of

examination is useless for students. Although the examination regulations have become more

strict, it is still common to hear of students cheating. When students cheat, although they may

perform better in that specific examination, it will not serve as a major problem for them in the

future. Moreover, if a student has performed poorly on previous examinations, and this may be

because the test was too difficult and stressful, the students will also lack the motivation to do well

in upcoming examinations. This cycle of bad grades in examinations becomes a never ending story

for the student.

As students, we should avert from laying the blame on our committed and wonderful teachers.

Instead, we should look to the future and ask ourselves, what can we possibly do to enhance our

exam performance?

Perhaps, the blame should also be put on the examination system and the flaws that lie within it.

Research has shown that examinations are a bad, vague representation of a student's capabilities.

Examinations have an extremely detrimental effect on a child's mental health and well being. For

example, a poll conducted with the Association of Teachers and Lectures, found that out of the

420 teachers responding, almost all of the teachers stated that their students had self harmed - and 

LAYOUT BY SIBO NYATHI

©Emily Slorup

©Emily Slorup

©Emily Slorup
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The Future of

 

Major Factors for the Future

To thoroughly understand how the future of

politics could work, we must first establish a

clear understanding of current day politics. A

series of recent developments indicate that the

world of politics is undergoing yet another

historical transition. In June 2016, the results

for the Brexit vote came in, where 52% voted

to leave and 48% voted to stay. In more recent

news, the 2020 elections in the US are currently

underway, and it looks like Trump could be

headed for another term in office.

Authoritarianism in China seems to be on the

rise, which certainly casts a shadow over what

lies ahead, but is all this as bad as we make it

out to be? As unsettling as it may seem, the

world of politics is currently a little uncertain of

where it stands. With all this mishmash of

global uncertainty, there is still certitude in the

world, so let us try and reconcile in that

knowledge.

Brexit and What Actually Changed

To the dismay and surprise of many people,

Brexit happened. The UK stopped being a

member of the European Union at 23:00 GMT

on 31 January 2020, officialt marking ‘Brexit

Day’. The UK is, however, still following all of

the EU's rules and its trading relationships until

31 December 2020 as it undergoing a

‘transition period’. During this transition

period, the UK and EU are to decide how their

relationship will look like while the rest of the

world recovers from the aftershock of the

decision. In short, we will mostly just have to

wait and see how Boris Johnson’s

administration and the EU co-operate, and how

the changes they make will impact the world.

World politics are complicated. At times, it

may seem like the people in charge are just as

lost as we are and that an unstoppable doom is

approaching quickly . This is just the everyday

stress going  to our heads, right? We are not

actually facing a political armageddon in the

next 20 years, and the leaders of our

establishments have viable plans for saving us?

Right? Well, maybe we can answer these

questions reassuringly if we take a deeper look

at  what it is we are dealing with.

© Jeimmy Paz

By Jonathan Syberg
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Four More Years with Trump

Around 30 years ago, China adopted an open

up and reform policy for global collaboration,

which meant that it became slightly more open

to the rest of the world. Many Western

politicians, however, argue that China is

determined to defeat democracy and evidence

for this argument is prominent. The argument

goes: that under Xi Jinping, China has

promoted “the Chinese dream,” a narrow vision

World Politics
 

Authoritarianism In China

For what Trump’s second term could mean for

the future of politics, let’s take a look at his first

term. Many would deem the presidency of

Trump a poor one, but it can be argued against

this belief. Under the Trump Administration

more Americans are now employed than ever

recorded, over 4 million jobs have been created

and international collaboration has been shown,

especially with China. This economical

advancement does however have its cons.

Trump supporters are ecstatic with what their

president has done for America during his

presidency, but naysayers have ecological

defences. Trump has increased the coal

production of America by 60% so far, and

climate change believers are saying that this

needs to stop immediately. With these points in

mind, it is safe to say that healthy international

communication is expected, as well as

economic growth. It is worth considering,

however, whether these strides are worth the

impact on the environment.

© Jeimmy Paz

of national rejuvenation that has little

international collaboration at heart. On the other

hand, there are those who view China’s future

as being the most collaborative it ever has been.

The nation is already the second largest

economy in the world, and experts predict that

it will overtake the US in the next 30 years. Xi

Jinping states that “managing our own affairs

well is China’s biggest contribution to building

a community with a shared future for

humanity.” All in all, whether China seeks to

create a more collective world or wishes for

itself to be an isolated state remains to be seen.

LAYOUT - Luisa Friis Dela
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In Thursday’s issue, the daunting elephant-in-the-room of future food production was

introduced. By 2100, the population is likely to have reached its maximum of 9-11

billion, with a disproportionate growth in global food demand requiring a massive

increase in food production of 80-100+% relative to 2005/10. Expanding cultivated areas

is hardly an option; there’s not much space left and we can’t afford to fell more trees. 

What we need is a moonshot - a radical new solution to this imminent problem. This

article will explore the potential of technological development (as opposed to behavioural

change) in relation to the specific case of food production against the backdrop of climate

change.

TECH
BEHAVIOUR

BY OLIVIA RYGAARD-HJALSTED

Humans are famously bad at behavioural

change, a trait that is evident in the

overflowing landfill of unsuccessful New

Year’s Resolutions. Habits - like it or not -

guide much of our everyday behaviour, and

act as an immensely helpful survival

mechanism. 

On the other hand, humans have a stellar

track record when it comes to developing

technologies to solve problems or streamline

our daily lives. This has intriguing

implications - can we dismiss the need for

individual or communal behavioural change

and simply engineer our way out of climate

change?

 

 

 

Certainly, we’ve reached a point of urgency

in which we need to set bold goals for

mitigating climate change, and it is

imperative for the health and survival of our

species that these goals are accompanied by

a realistic plan of action. If we are to

succeed, 

VS
ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

LAZY, EXCELLENT INNOVATORS
this plan must cohere with our current

understanding of human psychology

and harnesses our intellectual strengths,

such as innovation and problem-

solving.

Below, two different innovative food

technologies which address the looming

future of potential famine will be

explored.

AMBITIOUS, ATTAINABLE
GOALS

What if the problematic ethics and

environmental burden of eating meat

could be decisively removed from its

great taste? This is exactly what in vitro

(or lab-grown) meat sets out to do. A

single starter muscle cell is taken -

painlessly - from a live animal and

placed in a carefully crafted mixture of

nutrients and chemicals which stimulate

growth. The original cell proliferates in

a petri dish, and can be stimulated to

develop into something reminiscent of

e.g. a burger patty, nugget, or sausage.

LAB PATTIES
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The simple formula for photosynthesis

conceals the complex process and

machinery of photosynthesis, which in

fact occurs along two distinct

photosynthesis for two different

categories of plants known as C3 and

C4.

C4 photosynthesis harnesses solar

energy much more effectively than C3,

which has sparked researchers to try to

transfer key components of the C4

photosynthesis to C3 plants via genetic

engineering. Improving yield of C3

crops could be game-changing, since

they greatly outnumber C4 plants in

prevalence and constitute many

important staple foods such as wheat,

rice, and potatoes.

This discipline is still in its infancy, and

is not yet applied in commercial food

production. However, successive

experimentation with a variety of GMO

C3 plants have shown biomass 

While the first-ever in vitro patty took 2

years and cost 300 000 USD to produce,

the same patty is predicted to hit

commercial markets at a pricey, but

more affordable, 10 USD within the

next few years, with a wide range of lab

grown meat products from an ever-

growing number of start-ups

accompanying it.

Though the precise environmental

impact of in vitro meat is difficult to

quantify, one 2011 lifecycle analysis of

in vitro meats suggest an associated

GHG emission, land use, and water use

a whopping 95+% lower than in regular

meat production.

HACKING PHOTOSYNTHESIS
(GMO, C3 and C4 pathways
of photosynthesis)

increases in the range of 30-40%. Whether these

results hold and can be scaled up in global,

commercial food production is unknown, but the

technique has enormous, albeit controversial,

promise.

While technological developments have

tremendous potential, it’s critical to keep in mind

that the root of climate change inexorably is linked

to technology. Thus, engineering our way out of

climate change will almost certainly need to

coexist with behavioural changes to consume in a

manner that sustains ecosystems, biodiversity, and

clean water supplies.

MAKING HEADS AND TAILS OF TECH

© Nameera Hasnain 
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Human Trafficking 

Many stories of human trafficking begins this way
where vulnerable and marginalised people are
“recruited” and decived into believing that there is a
better life somewhere else and taken away. In contrast to
common belief, human trafficking is not just about
selling and buying women, men and children who have
been kidnapped. It is a vicious cycle, once they are in it
is difficult to get out. These individuals are forced to do
whatever the traders want, and the demands are often
imposed by threatening the individual’s family or
through the use of physical force. The traders often seek
financial gains and will exploit an individual’s resources
or lack thereof. Sexual abuse is also common in human
trafficking.
 

 
 To make a donation or read more about

Hope Now’s work visit nopenow.dk

A CHARITY A DAY

One day a man approached me on the street. He

asked if I wanted to earn some money. I told him I

did not need any help, that I was perfectly fine with

my situation. He insisted and told me that I should

let him help me. I thought of my younger siblings

and my mother. At the moment my siblings were

incredibly ill and needed medicine. Unfortunately,

most of our savings had just been spent on paying

some old property debts. We were almost out of

money, yet still in debt. After some thinking, I asked

if I would be able to make enough for medicine and

food. He reassured me that I could earn all the

money that my family and I needed. I told my mother

that day when I came home that I had found a way to

earn some money for the family. She thanked me

many times and hugged me tight when I mentioned

that I would be leaving in a couple of days. “Where

to?” she asked. “I am not sure,” I told her, “but I

will send money back to you every month.” 

 

By: Julie Brinking



DARE TO HOPE

A Global Industry

Human trafficking takes place within

and outside of national borders. The

majority of victims are taken to a

second location, the transit location

where they will briefly stay. Countries

like Spain, Italy and Greece are

common places for second locations.

Later they are transported to the final

location, that could be countries like

Denmark, England and the Netherlands.

It is estimated that 75% of the 21

million people that are forced into

human trafficking are sold to do forced

labour, while 22% are forced into sex

work. In Denmark, the most frequently

met type of exploitation is sexual abuse,

but forced marriage, forced labour,

domestic servitude and forced crime are

also seen. Other forms of exploitation

includes, child soldiers, benefit fraud

and organ harvesting. 

Empowering Victims

There is no denying that the

experience individuals go through is

traumatising. Yet, it is important to

remember that they are still humans

with hope, identities, strengths,

weaknesses and stories like

everybody else. Hope Now is a non-

governmental organisation that strives

to empower people who have been

trafficked. An important aspect of

their work is to free the people from

the  ‘victim role’ they have been

given. They are victims, but it is not a

part of their identity and to ensure

that helping them help themselves is

an effective, successful and long-

lasting solution a relationship built on

trust, safety and encouragement is

established to boost self-confidence

and the formation of a better future. 

Speak Up

Men are typically not the

ones that seek help. Young

boys are taught that showing

signs of weakness, sadness

and vulnerability is not

suitable behaviour for a man

and not very masculine. In

previous years the number of

men met by Hope Now has

increased. This discovery has

helped shed light on more

than sex work. Most of the

time Hope Now reaches out

to places that could host

potential victims of human

trafficking. This way of

working ensures that people

that do not speak up due to,

for example, shame are still

found and helped. 

Layout: Noëlle Eulderink



BIG TUNES

1 Yesterday - The Beatles

2 Someone you loved - lewis capaldi

3 Francis FOrever - Mitski

4 Leech boy - crywank

5 Say Something - A Great Big WOrld

6 Fix you - coldplay

7 Save myself - ed sheeran

8 No peace - sam smith

9 Candle in The wind 1997 - elton john

10 Dancing on my own - Robyn

LAST DAY bigmun BLUES

TODAY'S TOP 10

CANAL TOUR PICTURES
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